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Pictured: WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger and Instagram plan to combine their private messages into a single messaging platform. This back-end merger makes sense on paper and washes down communication walls between various Facebook-owned apps. Regardless of the final product, it will reportedly be end-to-end encrypted, and each of the apps will remain a separate
service in your phone's app library with its own icon. But the plan is to have all three messaging services using the same built-in, cross-platform chat service. However, despite promises of encryption and cross-platform support, WhatsApp has had some serious privacy concerns in the past, and Facebook does not have exactly a clean criminal record when it comes to user privacy
and data. As a result, some users may not be happy about this messaging merger. (And some of us just don't want to depend on the ecosystems of big companies like Facebook.) So let's look at alternatives to WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger, which will allow you to completely escape Facebook's upcoming chat platform. SignalScreenshot: Signal Blog G/O Media can
receive a commissionSignal is a frequently recommended messaging application thanks to its high level of privacy, user security and transparency. Supports signal text and group messages; media messages for pictures, audio, videos, and documents; and even voice/video calls between users. The Android version can also work as an sms app, replacing stock Android or
Samsung message apps. The signal has been approved by people such as Edward Snowden and numerous other privacy/data security advocates (prominently featured on the app's homepage). All communication in the Signal app is end-to-end encrypted, and you can set timers for messages to be automatically deleted. The Dev team is also working to reduce the amount of
sender information required for message delivery. If you are interested, you can check out all of Signal's encryption protocols here. The signal can be downloaded for iOS, Android, Windows, macOS and Debian-Linux distributions. ViberImage: ViberViber's chat features include group chat, instant voice/video messaging, and thousands of gifs and animated stickers. You can even
upload chat extensions to share YouTube videos, Spotify tracks, location information and more. Viber also supports audio and video calls. (While calls between Viber users are free, you can make paid international calls to any landline or mobile number using the Viber Out service.) All messages in Viber are end-to-end encrypted and can be timed to delete themselves. Viber also
includes the trusted contacts feature, which helps you verify the identity of the other chat participant by changing secret keys. If your contact changes their account information in the future, the app will update you. It displays your availability, as Facebook messenger does, but you can disable it if you need to hide your status. You can also read receipts, hide conversations, and
lock messages with a PIN code. Viber is available on Android and iOS, which can be synced to your Windows or Mac desktop. Telegram MessengerScreenshot: Wikimedia Commons (Telegram app)Like most of the other apps listed here, Telegram provides end-to-end encryption for all communication and auto-deletion settings. Enables users to send text and media messages
and supports group messages that can contain up to 200,000 people with tails in a chat thread. Telegram's cloud-based chat works on globally distributed servers, which Telegram claims can transmit messages faster than other existing messaging apps. This also allows you to sync messages across all your devices and get unlimited storage space for your shared media. If you
are a developer, the Telegram API is fully open source and free to use. Telegram is available for Android, iOS, Windows Phone, Windows desktop, Linux (both 32 and 64-bit), macOS, and also offers a local web version of the app. GroupMeImage: GroupMe (iOS App Store)As its name suggests, GroupMe is a group messaging service that provides cross-platform chat. It belongs
to Skype (owned by Microsoft), so it is not open source, as are other services on this list. It is also subject to the same data collection applications as all Microsoft products and does not have most of the security features of encryption or other applications we include. But what sets GroupMe apart is that it focuses on group chat and a few fun features. GroupMe allows users to
share videos, images, and documents that can be viewed through a gallery mode that shows all media shared within a group's history. You can even send messages directly to specific users within a group. In addition to location sharing, GroupMe also supports secondary features such as like messages and custom app-based emoji sets. There are Android, iOS and Windows
GroupMe apps and a web-based chat client. However, there is also an SMS-based version of GroupMe that you can use without even needing an app or smartphone. Users give specific commands to the GroupMe phone number to create and maintain group chats. This text-based system even allows you to manage your group and change chat settings. It's a useful feature, but
keep in mind that this functionality is only available to those in the U.S. WhatsApp is the most popular instant messaging app in the world. Used by more than a billion people, it's very simple to understand, completely free, and there's no limit to the way you communicate with people. All you need is a compatible smartphone and a phone number. In this article, you will learn: Why
people consider WhatsApp to be a secure messaging option The cost is a big reason to use WhatsApp, everyone already uses it, but it is also important to know that people use it because it is very convenient. WhatsApp has many different uses, but ultimately works as a good instant messaging Wherever you are in the world, you can easily send a friend or family member the
equivalent of an sms message without worrying about the cost or cost of you, as if you were in a different country. WhatsApp can welcome up to 8 people in group chat. Other eligible features are that you don't need to sign up for an account. You need a phone number to get started. There are many other reasons why WhatsApp is so popular, but its most important feature is that it
is easy to use, even if we are not particularly adequate when it comes to technology. People of all ages and skill levels can use WhatsApp, just like when sending SMS messages. WhatsApp is a very secure way to text. It offers extreme encryption between users so that your data is protected when it's sent between you and your contact. Competitors like Zoom do not recommend
this type of encryption. Sometimes, there are problems with dangerous malware links sent to users from unknown sources, but to prevent this, the key is to regularly follow internet security tips and never interact with a connection that you do not recognize or expect. WhatsApp is part of Facebook, which may be wary of some people's concerns on the social media website, but the
service is keen to stress that no information is shared with the social network. It is kept completely separate to protect your privacy. Using WhatsApp is completely free. The service has no limit, so you can send as many messages to people as you want without being restricted. There is also no ad you can deal with right now so you don't have to put up with in-response messages
when chatting with friends and loved ones. The only part of WhatsApp that is not free is due to your mobile operator. Because WhatsApp uses your data discount to exchange messages and calls instead of your SMS discount, there may be fees here. Check your mobile operator agreement to see how it might be affected. If you connect your smartphone to a nearby Wi-Fi network,
you won't have to worry about data assistance charges. WhatsApp works hard like iMessage for iOS, but for all smartphone users. It uses your Internet connection to connect to anyone whose phone number is registered on WhatsApp without you needing to sign in or leave a separate account. To use it, you need to download the WhatsApp app (and continue the update), but it
integrates seamlessly into your phone and you can easily share links and photos with others through the service. It's also possible to create group chats so you can organize meetings with friends or keep track of what your family is doing from a single central source instead of using separate apps. All you need is an active internet connection on your smartphone. Yes. WhatsApp
free video calling and free audio Offers. The ability of both Android and iOS users to make free video calls without the need for account registration is a big help for many people. it's help. It's like Skype. It is also possible to make group video calls with WhatsApp so that groups of friends and family can chat together for free. You can't make calls or send messages to non-
WhatsApp users. First they need to install WhatsApp. First.
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